THE LAWYER' DUTY lawyer owes a solemn duty to uphold the integrity and honor of the profession;
To en<~ouras:!e respect for the law and for the court and the judges thereof;
To observe the Code of Professional Responsibility;
To act as a member of a learned profession, one dedicated to public service;
To cooperate with other lawyers in supporting organized bar through the devoting of time, efforts, and financial support as his or her professional standing and ability reasonably permit;
To conduct oneself so as to reflect credit on the legal profession and to inspire the confidence, respect, and trust of clients and of the public;
And to strive to avoid not only professional impropriety but also the appearance of impropriety. To each of you, I also say, with great enthusiasm, "Welcome!" Welcome to the finest profession and the greatest occupation on earth. We have been waiting for you. There are many hopes and dreams we wish to share with you, along with many problems and burdens. We also expect you to share with us, in full measure, our commitment to the service of our fellow citizens. The legal profession has been described as the pursuit of "a learned art [and] a common calling in the spirit of public service, its work no less a public service because it is also a means of earning a livelihood." You now are privileged to practice law as a member of the legal profession, but your responsibilities are commensurate with the privilege. By taking the oath today, you have accepted some life-long, inescapable obligations --obligations to your clients; to the courts; to your sisters and brothers at the bar; to your employers, be they public or private; to opposing parties; and to your fellow citizens.
From the A.B.A. Code of Professional
It seems to me that the number and variety of problems facing the legal profession are more overwhelming than ever before, and we urgently need your input for solutions. I believe that there is no problem that cannot be solved by lawyers working in association with each other. But problems there are. Some of them bear on no less an issue than the preservation of the bar as an independent, self-governing profession, supervised by the courts of which lawyers are the officers.
Among other things, you will be confronted with proposals for mandatory pro bono work and mandatory continuing legal education. You will appraise the value of new disciplinary rules governing disclosure of client confidences, reporting another lawyer's unfitness, withdrawal from representation, statements to the media and lawyer advertising. Because you recently have completed your academic training, the increasing distance between the law school curriculum and the needs of the practicing bar will be of special concern to you. I know of no better source than new lawyers to guide the development of law school courses relevant to the practice of law. To provide this guidance, you should maintain close ties to the law schools through adjunct teaching, participation in alumni affairs and association with law professors in bar-related activities.
We shall look to you to restore the collegiality that is so important to the proper functioning of the legal profession. But let me assure you that you will not find your satisfaction there. Judge Bork had it wrong when he said that he looked forward to service on the Supreme Court because it would be "an intellectual feast." And you are wrong too if you think that the principal satisfaction you will gain from the profession of law is intellectual challenge. The truth is that the satisfaction and fulfillment of your lives in the law will be derived from the opportunity that you will have to be of assistance to other people --the opportunity to make a difference in their lives. ours is an ancient, honorable and caring profession, whose first concern always is the welfare of others. Service to your fellow citizens is the real gold of the legal profession. It is the tie that binds us all together in this great calling.
As you begin your first year at the bar, I begin my 35th. I have had to be of service to them. This has been my satisfaction, and I guarantee that it will be yours 2as well.
There is no greater fulfillment that anyone can have.
Remember always that the legal profession is the cornerstone of our democracy. It is frequently reviled, but no man, woman or child in the Republic would be safe without it. You now join us as guardians of a sacred trust. May we all be worthy of it.
Thank you.
